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ALTITUDE REPRESENTS THE LATEST ADVANCES IN WALL CONTROL TECHNOLOGY.
Easy to use, it is the most evolved control on the market and offers an impressive choice of
operating modes. With Altitude, users can control ventilation and indoor air quality better than
ever before while its fully automatic Smart Mode feature provides unmatched comfort and
energy efficiency—an important concern for today’s homeowners. A state-of-the-art control with
an appealing, customizable LCD display, the Altitude wall control is sure to satisfy customers and
reduce callbacks, making it perfect for your next residential development project.

Other Operating Modes and Features

• Ventilation Mode
– 6 convenient settings: MIN, MAX, 40-min/h, 30-min/h,
20-min/h, OFF
• Makes your system even more energy efficient

SMART MODE

– Ventilation movement illustrated on LCD screen

• Standard preset value

• Recirculation Mode

• LCD screen (2" x 3")

– 3 convenient settings: MIN, MAX, OFF

• Filter maintenance indicator

– Ventilation movement illustrated on LCD screen

• Slim design (1" depth)

• Interface Module to trigger a humidifier
or dehumidifier (accessory available soon)

• Mounts easily on drywall or over an electrical box

The ALTITUDE preference set-up mode gives homeowners the
freedom to customize the wall control to suit their needs.

• Accepts standard 4-wire YRGB entry connection

• Choice of Blue or Green backlight

• Error code messages make it easy to troubleshoot
over the phone, saving time and increasing customer
satisfaction levels

• Can display indoor and outdoor temperature

• Displays error code, thus simplifying
troubleshooting

• Programmable Mode

• Provides peace of mind to you and
your customers

– Weekdays and weekends programmed separately
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Customize to Your Preference

• Choice of temperature display in Fahrenheit (°F) or Celsius (°C)
• Set HRV shut-off temperature – enhances home comfort and
improves energy efficiency

– Allows optimization and reduction in energy usage
AUTHORIZED DEALER

– Sets ventilation up to 4 times per day
91392 0708

• Uses indoor / outdoor humidity level and
temperature to modulate ventilation

• All set preferences are retained during power outages;
time and day are retained for 4 hours

FPO

• Activation of the Smart button automatically
controls ventilation to maximize homeowner
comfort

